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 In this edition of Regulation at Work we present the regular up-
dates on Developments in Regulation, Key Research and Reports and Key 
Cases.  

 
As we go to press, the big news is that the exposure draft for a national 

model OHS Act and a first set of administrative regulations have been released 
for public comment. We encourage readers to take the opportunity to provide 
comment on the exposure draft. 

 
In July 2008, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) formally committed 

to the harmonisation of Australian OHS legislation by signing an Intergovernmental 
Agreement for Regulatory and Operational Reform in Occupational Health and Safety 
(IGA). The IGA outlines the commitment of all states and territories and the Common-
wealth to work together to develop and implement model OHS legislation in order to 
achieve harmonisation of OHS laws. The IGA also commits each government to pass 
their own laws that mirror the model OHS laws by December 2011.  

 
On 25 September 2009, the Workplace Relations Ministers Council agreed to 

release the exposure draft of the model OHS Act and administrative regulations for pub-
lic comment. The discussion paper accompanying the exposure draft indicates that 
those preparing submissions should address specific questions raised in the discussion 
paper. (See item in Developments in Regulation). 

 
As we reported in the June 2009 edition of Regulation at Work, the National Re-

search Centre for OHS Regulation organised a symposium on the model OHS Act in 
May this year. Those preparing submissions on the exposure draft may find it helpful to 
consult working papers and presentations on the model Act from this symposium. 
There are papers or presentations relating to the primary duty of care of a person con-
ducting a business or undertaking; the duties of officers and due diligence; offences for 
breaches of the duty of care; and defences and related matters. There are also papers 
or presentations for the upstream and other specified classes of duty holders; reasona-
bly practicable and risk management; access to OHS advice; workplace consultation, 
participation, representation and protection; and the role of the regulator and inspectors. 
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The presentations from the Symposium are online at:: 
http://ohs.anu.edu.au/projects/2009Symposium/2009%20Sym%20draft.htm.  

 
The relevant working papers are numbers 66, 67, 68 and 70 and are online at: 
http://ohs.anu.edu.au/publications/index.php.   

 
More information about the National Research Centre for OHS Regulation, its publications and activi-
ties, and about OHS regulation and OHS regulatory research more generally, can be found online at: 
http://ohs.anu.edu.au.  
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Australia - The exposure draft for a national model OHS Act and a first set of adminis-
trative regulations have been released for public comment. Those preparing submissions 
are being encouraged to address specific questions raised in a discussion paper accom-
panying the exposure draft. The matters highlighted in the discussion paper are: 

• The title of the model OHS Act. 

• The definitions of officer, plant and structure, worker and workplace. 

• Activities or undertakings included or excluded from the application of the model Act. 

• The scope of the supplier’s duty. 

• The principles that apply to the duties of care. 

• The matters listed in the definition of reasonably practicable. 

• The scope of the primary duty of care. 

• The  language for information provided to workers. 

• The obligation to provide adequate facilities and “access” to such facilities. 

• The scope of the duties related to specific activities. 

• The worker’s duty of care and whether regard should be had to what the worker knew 
about the relevant circumstances. 

• Treatment of volunteers. 

• The range and levels of penalties. 

• The maximum penalty for breach of a regulation. 

• Whether some non-duty of care offences should be subject to civil sanctions. 

• The list of notifiable incidents. 

• The scope of the duty to consult. 

• Consultation procedures. 

• Work groups for workers engaged in two or more businesses or undertakings. 

• The time limit for negotiation of work groups and elections for HSRs. 

• The timeframe for HSRs training and for establishing a health and safety committee. 

Developments in Regulation  
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Australia - On 7 September 2009, the Senate (the Upper House of Australian Federal Parliament) 
passed the Safe Work Australia Bill 2008 [no 2]. The federal OHS authority Safe Work Australia will 
now be established as an independent statutory agency. It will have primary responsibility to improve 
OHS and workers’ compensation arrangements across Australia. The passage of this legislation also 
gives effect to the Intergovernmental Agreement for Regulatory and Operational Reform in Occupa-
tional Health and Safety, agreed by COAG on 3 July 2008. The Safe Work Australia Council, previ-
ously established administratively, is expected to be operational by November 2009 and will now be 
known as Safe Work Australia. The former Council members will be re-appointed. They include an in-
dependent chair, nine members representing the Commonwealth and each State and Territory, two 
members representing the interests of workers, two representing the interests of employers and the 
CEO of Safe Work Australia. There will be no change to the functions of the Council previously estab-
lished administratively. See Regulation at Work 8(2). More information about Safe Work Australia is 
online at: http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au.    
 

Australia – Safe Work Australia received 64 submissions in response to the public discussion paper 
on The Safety Requirements for the Design, Manufacture and Conformity Assessment of Plant. An ini-
tial review of responses revealed a preference for retaining the current system of plant regulation and 
using technical standards to demonstrate conformity, rather than regulating plant design using essen-
tial safety outcomes as is the case in the European Union. Safe Work Australia will further analyse 
submissions and propose improvements to plant regulation. Further information, including copies of 
submissions, is online at: 
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• Terminology for ceasing work—reasonable grounds or reasonable concern. 

• HSR training, direction to cease work and PINs. 

• The timeframe for compliance with a PIN. 

• Protection from coercion or inducement to exercise powers in a particular way. 

• Notification requirements for authorised union representatives and the process for 
authorization. 

• Penalties for contravention of right of entry provisions. 

• The status of guidelines under the Act. 

• Reviewable decisions, and the processes and timeframes for these. 

• Stay arrangements in relation to prohibition or non-disturbance notices. 

• Prescription or code for matters considered in negotiating work groups. 

• Guidance on persons conducting a business or undertaking. 

• Guidance on the meaning of reasonably practicable. 
 

Public comment closes on 9 Novermber 2009. The exposure draft, discussion paper and 
regulatory impact statement are online at: http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au.  

Developments in Regulation ( con t i nued )  
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http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au.  
 
Also in Australia – At its July 2009 meeting, the Council of Australian Governments 

(COAG) agreed to implement national regulation for maritime safety, heavy vehicles and rail safety. 
These reforms will mean that the Australian Maritime Safety Authority will become the national 
safety regulator for commercial shipping in Australian waters. A single national heavy vehicle regu-
lator will be established to regulate vehicles over 4.5 gross tonnes. A national rail safety regulatory 
system will also be developed.The COAG communiqué is online at: http://www.coag.gov.au.  

 
Australian Capital Territory – The ACT parliament passed the Work Safety Legislation 

Amendment Bill 2009 to repeal the former Occupational Health and Safety Act 1989 and allow the 
Work Safety Act 2008 to replace it from 1 October 2009. The 2009 Act is online at: 
http://www.worksafety.act.gov.au.  

  
New South Wales – The Minister for Finance introduced the Occupational Health and 

Safety (Authorised Representatives) Bill 2009 to parliament. The Bill clarifies that entry and inspec-
tion powers under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 may be exercised by any person 
who is an authorised industrial officer under the state’s Industrial Relations Act 1996. This may in-
clude union employees as well as elected union officials. 

  
Also in NSW - WorkCover NSW issued a new Code of Practice for Safe Work on Roofs – 

Part 1: Commercial and Industrial Buildings which replaces the 1993 edition of this code. The new 
code provides advice on preventing injury to persons engaged in work on roofs. The code is online 
at: http://www.workcover.nsw.gov.au.    

 
Queensland – The 2004 edition of the Scaffolding Code of Practice was replaced with the 

2009 edition. The code provides advice about training and competency, scaffolding hazards, de-
sign, erecting scaffolding, specific types of scaffolding, inspection and maintenance. The code is 
online at: http://www.deir.qld.gov.au. 

 
South Australia – SafeWork SA issued a discussion paper containing proposals to revise 

the state’s OHS regulations relating to hazardous work. The discussion paper is online at: 
http://www.safework.sa.gov.au. (Note that public consultation closed on 7 August 2009).  

 
Tasmania - The Minister for Workplace Relations announced a proposal to amend the 

Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995 to allow appropriately authorised representatives of em-
ployee organisations to enter workplaces to discuss OHS issues or to enquire into and facilitate the 
resolution of an OHS issue at the workplace. Under the proposals, an employee organisation would 
be able to nominate one or more officials to be assessed for an OHS access card. This card would 
permit access to workplaces, for OHS purposes, where there are members of the relevant em-
ployee organisation, or persons eligible to be members. Authorised representatives would be enti-
tled to make enquiries, observe work, request documents, interview relevant people, and consult 
with relevant duty holders and inspectors. They would be required not to use or disclose information 
acquired at the workplace for a purpose not reasonably and directly connected with the OHS of a 
worker. More information is online at: http://www.wst.tas.gov.au.  
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Western Australia – The Minister for Mines and Petroleum announced that the state gov-

ernment intends to implement a new regulatory framework for resources safety, incorporating rec-
ommendations from the Kenner Report. Key elements are additional financial and human re-
sources for the OHS regulator (the Resources Safety Division of the Department of Mines and Pe-
troleum); a cost recovery regime to fund the OHS regulator; and an OHS management approach 
focused on reducing the likelihood of serious incidents. For more information see: 
http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au.    

  
Also in WA - The Western Australian OHS Commission issued two draft codes of practice 

for public comment. The draft code Prevention and Control of Legionnaires’ Disease is available for 
comment until 5 October 2009. The draft code Man Overboard: Prevention and Response, devel-
oped for the commercial fishing industry, is available for comment until 27 November, 2009. The 
draft codes are online at: http://www.commerce.wa.gov.au.  
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Developments in Regulation ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Other Developments  

 
OHS prosecutions research – A study funded by the Australian Research Council and 
conducted by the University of Sydney has found that employers prosecuted under the 
NSW and Victorian OHS statutes reported taking action in response to the prosecution 
process. Large employers took action at board and executive management levels including 
the appointment of new senior executive positions to oversee OHS management, addi-
tional financial allocations and increased involvement by some CEOs. Small employers 
contracted OHS consultants to develop and implement policies and procedures and advise 
on OHS matters. There is a summary of the research in OHS Alert, April, 2009, pp 1-3.  
 
Implementation of OHS and other regulations - An online survey investigated how or-
ganisations implement new or amended regulations; with a focus on financial and insur-
ance industry, and OHS regulations. The survey, with self-selected participants from 221 
organisations (67% large, 24% medium and 9% small) asked about the impact of cost of 
implementation, cost of administration and reporting, design, benefits, amount of consulta-
tion and time for implementation. The report Regulation View is online at: 
http://www.regulationview.com.au.  
 
International risk management standard – A new international standard, ISO 31000 Risk 
Management – Principles and Guidelines on Implementation has been developed, based 
on the Australian and New Zealand standard AS 4360. The new standard is due to be pub-
lished later in 2009. More information about the standard is online at: 
http://www.saiglobal.com.      
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Enforcement and the Role of OHS regulators 
 
 A Morantz, “Has devolution injured American workers? State and federal enforcement of 
construction safety” (2009) The Journal of Law, Economics and Organization 25(1): 183-210. This 
article examines the effects of partial devolution of OHS enforcement from federal to some state 
regulators in the United States. The article finds that state inspectors use traditional enforcement 
tools more sparingly than their federal counterparts, typically citing fewer violations and collecting 
lower fines per violation. Federal enforcement significantly lowered the estimated frequency of non-
fatal construction injuries, but was associated with a significant increase in fatalities. The author 
suggests that different regulatory styles may have different effects on non-fatal and fatal injuries. 
The article is online at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1372573.  
 

V Howes, “Duties and liabilities under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974: a step for-
ward?” (2009) Industrial Law Journal 38(3): 306-317. This article examines a series of recent UK 
cases and their implications for interpreting the general duties of employers and others in the UK 
OHS statute, as well as the meaning of risks and how to deal with them, and the extent of individual 
liability. 

  

European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, Labour Inspectorates’ Strategic Planning 
on Safety and Health at Work, European Risk Observatory Working Paper, European Agency for 
Safety and Health at Work, Luxembourg, 2009. This report presents the results of a survey of labour 
inspectorates in 23 European countries about their activities. It presents findings relating to their role 
in research, budgets, priority setting, information gathering by inspectors, data collection and analy-
sis, and awareness raising. The report is online at: http://osha.europa.eu/en/publications/reports.  

 
P Almond, “The dangers of hanging baskets: ‘regulatory myths’ and media representations 

of health and safety regulation” (2009) Journal of Law and Society 36(3): 352-375. This article dis-
cusses the implications of regulatory myths, particularly media-reported accounts of unreasonable-
ness in OHS enforcement, for the legitimacy of OHS regulators. 

 

Evaluation 
 
 E Tompa et al, “A systematic review of occupational health and safety interventions 

with economic analyses” (2009) Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 51(9): 1004-
1023. This article reviews the OHS interventions literature to synthesise evidence of the financial 
merits of interventions. It also makes suggestions for improving the methodological quality of the 
economic aspects of evaluations. 
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Safety climate 
 
 H Shannon and G Norman, “Deriving the factor structure of safety climate scales” 

(2009) Safety Science 47(3): 327-329. This article discusses safety climate measures and factor analy-
ses to identify dimensions in safety climate. The paper argues that such analyses are incorrect as they 
are typically based on samples of workers in a limited number of workplaces and do not allow for the 
non-independence of the data. The paper suggests that an appropriate analysis should use a multi-
level method.   

 

 Asbestos 
  

E Tan and N Warren, Projection of Mesothelioma Mortality in Great Britain, Health and Safety 
Executive Research Report RR728, HMSO, Norwich, 2009. This reports on a model for projecting fu-
ture cases of mesothelioma in the UK. Mortality is expected to increase until the year 2016, with a de-
cline following that peak year. The report is online at: http://www.hse.gov.uk.   

 

R E G U L A T I O N  A T  W O R K  

Key Research and Reports ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Social and organisational processes in OHS 

 
(2009) Human Relations 62. This special issue of the journal presents a series of arti-

cles relating to socio-cultural considerations in OHS and insights these provide for understand-
ing broader social and organisational processes. There are articles relating to resilience and 
safety, normal accident theory and high reliability theory, and the divergence of rules and per-
formance. 

 

M Montero et al, “Occupational health and safety in the framework of corporate social 
responsibility” (2009) Safety Science 47: 1440-1445. This article analyses some different cor-
porate social responsibility frameworks to determine how OHS matters are addressed within 
them. The article suggests that corporate social responsibility initiatives may help to reposition 
OHS as a social problem affecting an organisation together with its stakeholders rather than 
as demands made of a single company. 

 
J Thoraldsen and K Haukelid, “Culture and behavioural perspectives on safety – to-

wards a balanced approach” (2009) Journal of Risk Research 12(3-4): 375-388. This article 
compares cultural and behavioural-based approaches to safety, observing that they have very 
different theoretical bases. The authors suggest there is a need for a better understanding of 
cultural approaches in OHS research. 
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Injury data and learning from incidents 
  

D Doytchev and R Hibberd, “Organisational learning and safety in design: experiences from 
German industry” (2009) Journal of Risk Research 12(3-4): 295-312. This article examines how inci-
dents are analysed in high hazard companies in Germany and concludes that organisational learning 
is limited due to poor communication between design, operations, production and safety management 
within these companies. As a consequence, changes following incidents tend to involve local altera-
tions to practices rather than more fundamental changes to design or to the workplace. 

 

T Larsson, M Jansson and B Brooks, “Text-mining of insurance-based information: decision 
support for local safety management” (2009) Safety Science Monitor, Issue 1, Article 1. This article 
explains that the verbatim accounts of individuals involved in accident processes provide valuable 
information for prevention and that such analysis is facilitated by text-mining software in conjunction 
with industry group safety information. 

 
Construction industry 

 
R Donaghy, One Death is Too Many. Inquiry into Underlying Causes of Construction Fatal Ac-

cidents, Report to the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, HMSO, UK, 2009. This report pre-
sents the findings of an inquiry into the causes of fatalities in the UK construction industry. The report 
highlights training and skills, pre-qualification, team working, self-employment and fragmentation of 
the industry as key concerns. The report also emphasises the need for genuine consultative arrange-
ments to foster a safety culture. The report makes 28 recommendations which include recommenda-
tions in relation to duties on directors; guidance to the courts so they can make appropriate judge-
ments about the verdict, level of fine or disqualification; support for the worker safety adviser scheme; 
joint working with unions; and a review of the relevance and adequacy of tertiary education in con-
struction related courses. The inquiry report, background reports informing it and peer review reports 
are online at: http://www.dwp.gov.uk.    

 
S Bahn, “Power and influence: examining the communication pathways that impact on safety 

in the workplace” (2009) Journal of Occupational Health and Safety of Australia and New Zealand 
25(3): 213-222. This article reports research relating to communication pathways and their impact on 
OHS in the civil construction industry. The research is based on interviews with CEOs, OHS manag-
ers, supervisors, injured employees and external training and regulatory bodies. 

 
Corr Willbourn, Report of Qualitative Research Amongst “Hard to Reach” Small Construction 

Site Operators, Health and Safety Executive Research Report RR719, HMSO, Norwich, 2009. This 
report presents the findings of research to investigate how small construction sites operate and inter-
mediaries that may influence those who manage these sites. The report is online at: 
http://www.hse.gov.uk.   

 

Key Research and Reports ( c o n t i n u e d )  
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B Ziegenfuss et al, The Safety of Construction Products and Their Use, KAN Report 43, KAN, 
Germany, 2009. This report presents the findings of research examining the adequacy of European 
technical standards for construction products, with regard to OHS. The report finds that none of the 
standards examined provided manufacturers of contruction products with sufficient information to pre-
vent OHS risks arising from use of the product. The report makes a series of recommendations relat-
ing to the process for revision of standards and the European Construction Products Directive. The 
report is online at: http://www.kan.de.  

 

Transport industry 
 
A Williamson et al, “Short trips and long days: safety and health in short-haul trucking” (2009) 

Industrial and Labor Relations Review 62(3): 415-429. This article examines the role and influence of 
contingent employment on health and safety outcomes among short-haul truckers. Work-life conflict 
was found to be the main predictor of illness and injury for all drivers. 

 
Nanotechnology 

 
 D Bowman and G Hodge, “Counting on codes: an examination of transnational codes 

as a regulatory governance mechanism for nanotechnologies” (2009) Regulation and Governance 3: 
145-164. This article examines a series of nanotechnology specific codes as private governance 
mechanisms to manage nanotechnology risks. The article concludes that these voluntary codes have 
weaknesses, namely a lack of explicit standards on which to base independent monitoring and a lack 
of sanctions for poor compliance. 

 
Stress 

 
J Pejtersen and T Kristensen, “The development of the psychological work environment in 

Denmark from 1997 to 2005” (2009) Scandinavian Journal of Work, Environment and Health 35(4): 
284-294. This article reports the findings of a study into the psychological work environment in Den-
mark. Based on two national surveys of employees using the Copenhagen Psychosocial Question-
naire, the study found that the psychological environment deteriorated over the period 1997 to 2005. 
Negative developments were: higher work pace, less job control, less skill discretion, lower meaning 
of work, more role conflict, more threats of violence and slander. The only improvements in the period 
were for quality of leadership and social support from supervisors.   

 
Bullying and organisational change 

 
 E Baillien and H de Witte, “Why is organisational change related to workplace bully-

ing? Role conflict” (2009) Economic and Industrial Democracy 30: 348-371. This article explores the 
direct and indirect relationship between organisational change and bullying. Role conflict, job insecu-
rity, workload, role ambiguity, frequency of conflict, social support from colleagues and social leader-
ship were all found to be related to bullying. 

Key research and reports ( c o n t i n u e d )  
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Harassment 
 
P Easteal and S Sanders, “Interpreting vicarious liability with a broad brush in sexual harass-

ment cases” (2008) Alternative Law Journal 33(2): 75-79. Provisions in Australian federal and 
state/territory anti-discrimination legislation make employers responsible for incidents of sexual har-
assment by employees. This study looked at 29 sexual harassment cases heard in the Federal 
Court of Australia and the Federal Magistrates Court of Australia between 2001 and 2007, and 45 
complaints received by the ACT Human Rights Office between 2001 to 2005. The authors exam-
ined the frequency with which employers were alleged to be vicariously liable, the outcomes of the 
cases and the judicial interpretation of the main vicarious liability requirements. The article is online 
at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1430719. 

 
D Faulx et al, “Case-study and building of a new analysis model” (2009) 64(2): 286-306. 

Based on case study analysis this article proposes a new model for analysing harassment cases 
taking account of personal, interpersonal, group and organisational factors, and the interaction be-
tween these.  

 

Machinery 
 
C Cordero and J Muňoz Sanz, “Measurement of machinery safety level: European frame-

work for product control” (2009) Safety Science 47: 1285-1296. This article provides an overview of 
market surveillance for machinery in Europe. 

 
C Cordero et al, “Measurement of machinery safety level in the European market: a real 

case based on market surveillance data” (2009) Safety Science 47: 1351-1358. This article exam-
ines the compliance of particular types of machinery supplied in Spain with the EU Machinery Direc-
tive. The article highlights non-compliance with regard to markings and information provision, as 
well as safeguards for some items of machinery.  

International News 
 
Work-related health problems in Europe - The 2007 European Union (EU) Labour 
Force Survey included a module on work accidents and work-related health problems. 
The initial findings reveal that 8.6% of workers had experienced a work-related health 
problem in the twelve months up to the survey. The incidence for men (8.53%) was simi-
lar to that for women (8.59%) but there were wide variations between industry sectors. 
Workers in the agriculture, hunting and forestry industries had a higher incidence of re-
ported health problems (13.47% of women; 10.47% of men). Other industries with higher 
reported rates of health problems were: for men - mining and quarrying, transport, stor-
age, communication sectors; and for women - health and social services. Construction 
had the highest rate of musculoskeletal disorders, and financial services had the highest 
rate of stress, anxiety and depression. A summary report is online at http://hesa.etui-
rehs.org/uk/default.asp . 
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Key Cases 
 

Enforceable undertakings 
 
Comcare v Commonwealth of Australia (2009) 257 ALR 462 
 

Six cadets (5 year nine students and a year 10 student) started a navigation exercise in the 
course of the cadet camp. They got lost in rough terrain. They managed to return to the campsite after 
being missing for 18 hours. The cadets had been under the supervision of an army sergeant who had a 
portable radio, but who departed from the group while they were in the bush and left them without ade-
quate communication equipment. The Commonwealth admitted liability under the employer’s general 
duty in section 16(1) of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 1991 (Cth) for failure to ensure that the 
cadets retained possession of a radio during the course of the navigation exercise. The parties agreed 
that the appropriate remedy for the incident was for the Court to adjourn the proceedings, insofar as 
they related to that incident, in return for the Commonwealth giving to Comcare an enforceable under-
taking (cl 16(1) of Sch 2 of the Act) to address the OHS issues which gave rise to the incident and the 
OHS issues of cadets more generally. 

 
The relevant parts of the undertaking were as follows (extracted from (2009) 257 ALR 487-8): 
The Chief of Army on behalf of Australian Army undertakes to carry out the following: 

1. Admit liability in that the Army failed to ensure for the totality of the navigation exercise undertaken by 
the Lost Section, that it was in possession of a radio communication device as was previously issued 
and which had been identified as required in the risk assessment. 

2. Write to the individual members of the Lost Section and the family of those cadets expressing regret 
that the members of the Lost Section became lost during the navigation exercise and spent a night in 
the bush. 

3. Provide Comcare with a final copy of the letter referred to in paragraph 2. 
4. Produce a field activities handbook to assist in the planning and conduct of Australian Army Cadets 

(AAC) field activities which is to be published and circulated to AAC personnel from 28 February 
2009. 

5. Provide Comcare with a copy of the proposed field activities handbook prior to publication. 

6. Issue directions personally, or through an appointed delegate, that where a risk assessment 
for an AAC exercise requires communication equipment to be issued, the exercise must be con-
ducted in its entirety in accordance with the risk assessment. 

7. Review the AAC Activity Approval process so as to include notification of certain activities to Emer-
gency Services, such process to be amended and finalised on or before 31 December 2008. 

8. Develop a standard operating procedure for the mandatory reporting requirements on lost or overdue 
cadets for AAC field activities, such procedure to be concluded by 28 February 2009. The standard 
operating procedure will contain the criteria and checklist by which ‘lost’ or ‘overdue’ is to be deter-
mined. Comcare will be provided with a copy of the standard operating procedure document. 

9. Implement the findings of its internal review conducted into occupational health and safety (“OHS”) 
training systems and Army Cadet Staff (“ACS”) commencing from 1 March 2009.  

10. Provide Comcare with copies of the review findings arising out of the review into OHS training sys-
tems and ACS course implementation material referred to above. 

11. Implement the revised AAC OHS Risk Management policy and procedures progressively commenc-
ing from 1 March 2009. Comcare will be provided with a copy of these documents.      

12. Provide Comcare with copies of the policies and procedure arising out of the AAC OHS Risk Man-
agement Investigation on or before 1 September 2009. 

13. Implement the findings of the review of the AAC Activity Approval process, including notice of certain 
field activities to Emergency Services from 1 March 2009. 

14. Produce guidance material for ACS relating to OHS leadership by 30 October 2009 and provide cop-
ies of such material to Comcare. 
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15. Commence an AAC internal OHS audit program from 1 March 2009. Copies of the aggregated results 
will be provided to Comcare on a quarterly basis as to the progress and outcome of such audit proce-
dures.  

16. Design a new AAC Risk Management process which is consistent with the ADF’s Military Risk Man-
agement process and suitable for AAC personnel, with progressive implementation from 1 May 2009. 

17. Provide Comcare with copies of the AAC Risk Management process upon completion.  
18. Conduct a trend analysis of reported OHS incidents and update the AAC Risk Profile annually from 

March 2009 and thereafter on an annual basis. 
19. Provide regular reports on the status of actions listed in Items 1 to 17 above to the Deputy Chief of 

Army (“DCA”) on a quarterly basis. 
20. Pay Comcare’s reasonable costs (including legal costs) associated with investigation of the Lost Sec-

tion, the Proceeding, negotiating this Undertaking and monitoring compliance. If the parties are unable 
to agree on reasonable costs, they shall refer the assessment of such costs to a legal costs consultant 
agreed between the parties or in default of an agreement, a costs consultant nominated by the Presi-
dent of the Law Institute of Victoria. 

21. Present on the Army’s approach to planning and conduct of youth development related field activities 
at a public forum such as the annual Safety in Action conference in 2009 or 2010. Arrange for distribu-
tion of published material by the conference organiser.  

 
In these proceedings the court was asked to adjourn for one year that part of the proceeding 

which relates to the issue of the lost cadets (‘the Lost Section’), pursuant to cl 16(3) of Sch 2 of the Act. 
North J noted that: 

111. It seems that this is the first occasion on which this provision has been considered by the Court. The 
section is curious because it does not stipulate whether the adjournment ordered is ever to come to 
an end, and if so, what consequence the ending of the period of the adjournment has on the pro-
ceeding which has been adjourned. One imagines that the concept is that if there has been no 
breach of the undertaking in the period of the adjournment, the proceeding would then be struck out 
without any declaration being made. In other words, the adjournment option is a way to deal with 
lesser contraventions in a fashion which allows the respondent to avoid the Court making a declara-
tion of contravention. That is the intention of the parties in this case.    

 
112. Whilst that may be the general intent of the operation of the section, the result may not be available in 

this case. Paragraph 1 … of the undertaking in substance admits a contravention of the Act in re-
spect of the Lost Section incident. Clause 2(1)(a) of Sch 2 of the Act obliges the Court to make a 
declaration of contravention if it considers that a person has breached, inter alia, s 16(1) of the Act. 
Where, as here, the undertaking effectively admits the contravention, it may not be possible for the 
Court to avoid the conclusion, and hence the obligation to make a declaration. The issue was not 
ventilated at the hearing and may be left to an adjourned date for hearing.  

 
113. Clause 16(3) of Sch 2 of the Act has three preconditions, namely, that proceedings for a declaration of 

contravention have been commenced, that Comcare has requested the Court to adjourn the pro-
ceedings, and that the request is on the grounds that Comcare considers that an appropriate written 
undertaking is in force.  

 
North J indicated that the third precondition (para 114): 

[M]ay raise an issue of construction. The view which Comcare must hold is that an appropriate un-
dertaking is in force. Is it sufficient for the Court to be told that Comcare has such a view, or must the 
Court be satisfied that the view is held by Comcare on reasonable grounds? 
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North J then considered the process under which Comcare had decided to accept the under-
taking:  

Some of the obligations undertaken are expressed in wide terms which might not satisfy the re-
quirements if the undertaking were to be given to the Court. For instance, the obligation to publish a 
Field Activities Handbook without specifying the nature and scope of the contents of such a hand-
book is expressed in fairly general terms. However, this undertaking is to be given to Comcare not 
to the Court and is designed to serve a practical purpose which is probably well understood by 
those involved with health and safety issues without the need for greater specificity. …  The obliga-
tions contained in the undertaking need to be expressed with sufficient certainty to enable the en-
forcement provisions to have realistic effect.  

 
North J concluded (at para 117) that “In the present case the width of some of the terms of 

the undertaking do not raise any practical problems.” The evidence presented by the army, which 
was not challenged by Comcare, suggested that “it can be concluded that the terms of the undertak-
ing are workable and sufficient.” North J concluded that he was satisfied that Comcare’s view that 
the undertaking was appropriate was made on reasonable grounds. He adjourned the hearing to 1 
April 2010.  

 
For two more recent enforceable undertakings accepted by Comcare, see: 
h t t p : / / w w w . c o m c a r e . g o v . a u / n e w s _ _ a n d _ _ m e d i a / n e w s _ l i s t i n g / c o u r t -

enforceable_undertaking_for_asciano 
and 
h t t p : / / w w w . c o m c a r e . g o v . a u / n e w s _ _ a n d _ _ m e d i a / n e w s _ l i s t i n g / c o u r t -

enforceable_undertaking_for_john_holland_rail 
 

Breach of statutory duty, negligence and contractors 
 

Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd v Fox; Calliden Insurance Limited v Fox [2009] HCA 35  
 
(This note was adapted from material supplied by Mr Neil Foster, Law School, University of 

Newcastle). 
 
In this case the High Court of Australia addressed the question of whether a common law 

duty of care (in relation to negligence) is owed by a principal to contractors or the employees of con-
tractors on a building site. The injured worker (Mr Fox) had been engaged to help with the pumping 
of some concrete on a building site, by two men (Messrs Still and Cook) who had been contracted 
by Downview Pty Ltd, which was working under a contract with Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd, which 
was in charge of the whole project.  

 
The New South Wales Court of Appeal had previously held that both Leighton and Down-

view owed a general duty of care to contractors working on the site, the “scope” of which included 
seeing that the contractors had received proper training in concrete pumping. A Code of Practice 
(an industry code of practice under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 (NSW) (the OHS 
Act)), dealt with the task and if it had been followed the accident could have been avoided. 
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The High Court (French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Bell JJ) held that no duty was 
owed by either of the “head contractors” (Leighton and Downview) (see para [20] and following for 
a restatement of the general principle that principals do not owe the same duty of care to contrac-
tors as employers do to employees). 

 
The High Court held that the Court of Appeal erred in interpreting the provisions of the Oc-

cupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001 (NSW) requiring training to be provided by head 
contractors. The High Court noted at  para [30] that clause 213 requires a principal contractor in 
charge of construction work to see that people who work on the site have had OHS induction train-
ing. The Court of Appeal had read a reference to a “Code of Practice” in regulation 217 governing 
this training to refer to the provision of training in the Concrete Pumping Code of Practice. In fact 
the definitions in the Regulations refer to another “Code of Practice” which refers in a more general 
way to induction training. Consequently there was no need for Leighton to provide the specific 
Concrete Pumping training to all its contractors. Leighton’s only statutory obligation was to see that 
people working on the site had the general induction training, and some site specific training relat-
ing to the hazards on the particular site- see paragraph [36]. Thus there was no breach of the OHS 
regulation by Leighton or Downview, and no basis for an action based on the tort of breach of 
statutory duty. 

  
Neil Foster notes that the High Court's comments on this issue, while technically correct, 

are a bit misleading. The Court notes correctly at para [42] that the OHS Act 2000 does contain a 
provision, section 32(1), stating that a breach of the “general duties” to ensure safety under the Act 
does not give rise to a civil action. But the Court fails to note that section 32(2) of the same Act as-
sumes that a civil action may be based on a breach of the OHS Regulation 2001. There are now a 
number of cases decided in NSW assuming that the regulations are civilly actionable. The confu-
sion is then likely to be further compounded at para [49] where in passing the Court states that: 
“The obligation imposed on Leighton under the Regulation, while not founding an action for breach 
of statutory duty, is central to the Court of Appeal's conclusion that a common law duty existed". 
The fact is that the only reason the obligation under the Regulation did not found a breach of statu-
tory duty claim is that no obligation under the Regulation was breached. The Court is not saying 
that breaches of the Regulations, like breaches of the Act, do not form the basis of civil liability. 

  
On the common law claim, the High Court concluded that effectively it would be unrealistic to 

impose a duty of care on the head contractor of a building site to themselves provide appropriate 
training to all contractors and employees of contractors who enter the site. At para [52] the Court 
states that: 

[A] duty to provide training in the safe method of carrying out the contractor's specialised task is in-
consistent with maintenance of the distinction that the common law draws between the obligations 
of employers to their employees and of principals to independent contractors. 

 
Duties of Designers of Structures  

 
WorkSafe Victoria v Dimon Consultants Pty. Ltd., Magistrates Court (Magistrate Dawes) 20 
August 2009 

  
In 2006, B.M.F Pty Ltd was engaged in the construction of a warehouse and administration 

building at 2 Cyanamid Street Laverton. In July 2006, B.M.F. Pty Ltd commissioned civil and struc-
tural engineering consulting firm Dimon Consultants Pty Ltd to prepare and supply structural de-
sign drawings for a steel structure. Upon receipt of Dimon’s plans, B.M.F. engaged steel fabricator 
A.M.S. Fabrications Pty Ltd to supply and erect the steel. A.M.S. engaged a New Zealand com-
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pany to supply the shop drawings and marking plans and then engaged a company that supplied steel 
erection services (S.E.S. Structural Erectors International Pty Ltd) to erect the steel. In its structural de-
sign drawings Dimon noted that “the contractor shall provide such temporary bracing as is necessary to 
stabilise the structure during erection”. Such temporary bracing plans were not included in the structural 
design drawings. None of the parties subsequently involved in the erection of the structure either noticed 
the omission or addressed the need for temporary bracing of the structure. Dimon failed to specify the 
required temporary bracing in the structural design drawings. Subsequently the steel framing for the 
warehouse collapsed because of high winds and the lack of temporary bracing.  BMF, Dimon and SES 
were charged and pleaded guilty to charges under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic) in 
relation to this incident. 

 
An expert for the prosecution reported that Dimon was obliged to make the requirement for tem-

porary bracing explicit in its drawings and stated that S.E.S, as an experienced rigging firm, should have 
been aware of the need to brace against wind loads. 

 
Magistrate Sarah Dawes fined B.M.F and S.E.S $35,000 each for breaching the employer’s gen-

eral duty to employees in ss21(1), (2)(a) and 23(1) of the OHS Act; and Dimon $28,000 for breaching the 
employer’s duty to persons who are not employees in s23(1). 

 
Sentencing 

 
Inspector Howard v Baulderstone Hornibrook Pty Ltd [2009] NSWIRComm 92 

 
Bilfinger Berger AG and its subsidiaries Baulderstone Hornibrook Pty Ltd and Cross City Tunnel 

Pty Ltd formed a joint venture which was engaged as the principal contractor in the plan, design and 
construction of Sydney’s Cross City Tunnel.  

 
During the project a machine operator was killed in a rock fall while drilling a hole into the roof of 

a ventilation shaft. The WorkCover NSW investigation found that the roof support installed in the shaft 
was inadequate, and that “warning signals” were not adequately responded to.  

 
The joint venture parties were each charged with contraventions of the employer’s general duty 

to employees and persons who are not employees, in sections 8(1) and 8(2) of the New South Wales 
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 respectively, for failing to ensure the safety of the machine op-
erator and other employees and non-employees working in the tunnel.  

 
Each of the joint venture parties entered a guilty plea. In mitigation they argued that the absence 

of “appropriate technical intervention” from project designers they had contracted significantly contrib-
uted to the rock fall.  

Vice-President Justice Walton observed that the joint venture parties “retained at all times the 
capacity to interrogate the designers … [and] were required under the Act to proactively search for and 
identify all possible risks and be diligent to ensure safety at the workplace”. In fact, the joint venture par-
ties had relied on the designers “to inform them whether inadequate roof support was being supplied, 
even though [they] knew that assessment by the designers would be as much as 24 hours or 10 metres 
behind the tunnelling crew”. 
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Justice Walton observed that “This should have [prompted] an increased emphasis on 
regularly interrogating the designers as to the adequacy of the roof support”.  

 
Bilfinger Berger was fined $257, 400, Baulderstone Hornibrook was fined $380, 437 and 

Cross City Tunnel Pty Ltd was fined $203, 775.  
 

Union entry provisions 
  
John Holland Pty Ltd v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union (New South Wales 
Branch) [2009] FCA 645 

 
In the Federal Court, Justice Moore noted that under the New South Wales Occupational 

Health and Safety Act 2000 only an “authorised representative” of an industrial organisation was 
allowed to enter premises for the purpose of investigating any suspected OHS contravention. Sec-
tion 76 of the Act specified that an authorized representative for the purposes of that Act was "an 
officer": that is, any person who was concerned in, or took part in, the management of the organi-
sation. This was to be contrasted with the provisions in the New South Wales Industrial Relations 
Act where an authorised industrial officer was an “officer or an employee of an industrial organisa-
tion who holds an instrument of authority”. 

 
The two union representatives who had sought entry to a workplace in the current case 

were both employed as organisers, and according to the union’s rules, did not have any substantial 
discretionary powers concerning the management of the union, nor were they engaged in substan-
tial decision-making or policy development. Consequently, neither were “officers” as defined by 
section 296 of the Industrial Relations Act and were not an “authorised representative’ for the pur-
poses of section 76 of the Occupational Health and Safety Act. (See also the NSW item in Devel-
opments in Regulation in this issue). 

 
Updates on other cases previously noted 

 
In Regulation at Work 8(1), we noted the case of Cahill v State of New South Wales 

(Department of Education and Training and Department of Juvenile Justice) (No 2). The court has 
n o w  i m p o s e d  p e n a l t i e s  o n  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i n  t h a t  c a s e :  s e e 
http://www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/ircjudgments/2009nswirc.nsf/c45212a2bef99be4ca256736001f37bd
/305df629ee1ae077ca257608000185cf?OpenDocument.  

 
 
In Regulation at Work 7(1) and 8(1) we discussed the Western Australian prosecution of 

Reilly v Tobiassen. The High Court of Australia on 29 July refused to grant leave to appeal against 
the decision of the Court of Appeal.  
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